
Heather Havrilesky and her fear of Katy Perry 

What is feminism and is Heather a part of the movement? 

Feminism is a range of movements and ideologies that share a common goal: to define, 

establish, and achieve equal political, economic, cultural, personal, and social rights for 

women. This includes seeking to establish equal opportunities for women in education 

and employment. A feminist advocates or supports the rights and equality of women. 

As far as Heather being a part of the feminist movement, I’m conflicted nonetheless 

acceding. Why? Heather is intentionally and appallingly devaluating Katy. Heather 

states Beyoncé, Rihanna, Nicki Minaj and Taylor Swift offer assorted flavors of pop 

empowerment. Heather is correct but Katy executes it too. 

Katy’s “One of the Boys” CD wasn’t just about kissing a girl, trying to change a man, 

looking good to get a man, whining about a man, and going to Vegas. Although, you 

have to admit, those are witty and germane songs. Katy’s CD consists of songs that 

enrich a female’s self-worth. For example, “If You Can Afford Me”, I know – I know, the 

title sounds degrading but listen to the words of the song. Katy is making it clear that 

she isn’t going to be a sperm dumpster. If you want her, you got to know her merit and 

love her for it. That is emboldening. You want females to apprehend they are significant 

and should be treated with approbation. There is another song called “Lost”. Let’s be 

candid, we all have had moments in life when you felt alone even when someone 

reaches out to lend a hand. “I’m Still Breathing” is like tussling with the decision to wave 

the white flag on life. “Fingerprints” emphasizes not letting others classify your life. Be 

the person you want to be with no repentance. The “One of the Boys” CD amuses, 

edifies, and empower. When I listen to that CD, I’m not pondering this woman is setting 

the feminist movement backwards. I’m ruminating this young woman is developing into 

a multifaceted individual despite all of the life diversions. Personal evolution is 

empowering! 

Let’s move on to Katy’s “Teenage Dream” CD. I’ll admit a CD jacket of a woman lying 

naked on a cloud of cotton candy isn’t progressive. However, Teenage Dream revealed 

capricious attributes of Katy. She ripens from a sex kitten to a woman grasping there 

are illusions of authentic relationships and then there’s reality. Once you get past the 

“party” songs, you’ll unearth songs with magnitude. It’s songs like Firework, Circle The 

Drain, Who Am I Living For, Pearl, and Not Like The Movies that expose the veracities 

of life in general. Katy let’s you know that you shouldn’t alter your authentic self to fit the 

revolutionizing norm of society. You are irreplaceable, you are essential, you do 

deserve to exist, and learn to love yourself. By the way Heather, “firework” is a real 

word. I’ll use it in a sentence for you. A “firework” requires three key components: an 

oxidizer, a fuel and a chemical mixture to produce the color. 



Her next CD was Teenage Dream: The Complete Confection. It somewhat exasperated 

me. I detest when an Artist recycles songs by placing them collectively in altered 

packaging to give you the impression you’re buying something new. I call that being 

greedy and lazy. The positive outcome was she did have two additional songs that were 

encouraging and constructive. Wide Awake and the song Part Of Me. Those two songs 

foster self-respect. When you pay heed to Katy’s songs, you become conscious that 

Katy is emboldening you and she wants you to thrive in life! 

Heather stated Katy has not changed since 2010. Obviously, Heather has not listened 

to Katy’s current CD, Prism. Katy took risk with Prism. It isn’t energetic like the Teenage 

Dream era. Prism is a drastically mature CD. Considering a majority of her Katy Cats 

(fans) is teenagers, she could have disconcerted that demographic. Instead, she 

attracted people like me which are 40+ year olds who concentrate on lyrics more than 

beats. In addition, her young Katy Cats progressed with her.  

Heather is tenuous in saying Katy doesn’t stand for anything. In my opinion, Katy’s song 

“Roar” is informing Heather and others that she is here to stay despite the negative 

comments, baseless judgements, and speculative opinions of her talent, intelligence 

and appearance. Katy Perry is an intellectual, ingenious, virtuoso business woman. 

Katy doesn’t have to brandish maladaptive behaviors or have a mental breakdown to be 

radical. The most radical thing a person can do is be who he or she genuinely is as a 

human-being.  Heather, did it ever cross your mind that Katy isn’t hiding out? Katy isn’t 

stepping on people’s toes because she is focusing her liveliness, and rightfully so, to 

working hard on her career. I would rather stand by a person who accomplished great 

things quietly via hard work than someone who is standing on a pedestal discoursing 

about the latest topic on social networks. Katy Perry stands for self-worth. Katy Perry 

stands for self-sufficiency. Katy Perry stands for being a strong independent woman. 

Katy Perry is like the red moon! Katy Perry is a phenomenon. 

Heather, in the soul of human beings at their best there is an unconquerable spirit. Your 

“Katy Perry and the Fear of a Female Planet” article unlike a shadow will extend 

nowhere of significance. But I still wish you a splendid & prosperous life! 

Sincerely, 

T.R. Parnell, PISI Founder &CEO 

ParnellServices.Com 
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